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Measurementsof atmosphericwater vaporwith microwaveradiometry
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A dual-channel,ground-based
microwaveradiometer,workingat the frequencies
21.0 and 31.4GHz,
an infraredspectralhygrometer,and radiosondeshavebeenusedfor comparativemeasurements
of the
integratedamountof precipitablewater vapor in the atmosphereover a periodwith zenithwater vapor
contentsvaryingbetween6 and 26 mm. The microwaveradiometerwas found to givecomparableor
better formal accuracythan the radiosondes,the absoluteaccuracyof which is believedto be about 1
mm. The rms differenceof the integratedamount of water vapor in the zenith directionmeasuredwith
the microwave radiometer and with radiosondeswas 1.2 mm for all data, and 0.8 mm for a selected

group of goodweatherdata. Theseare lower formal errorsthan previouslyreported.It is shownthat
the simplifiedrelation betweenthe radiometerantennatermperaturesand the integratedamount of
water vapor in this casecontributeswith a formal error of about 0.3 mm. It is suggested
that mean
groundweatherdata can be usedto adapt this relation to other sitesand seasons.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Severalmethodsare used to measurethe integrated amount of water vapor, often called integrated
precipitable water vapor (IPWV), and the cloud
liquid in the atmosphere.One of the new and very
promising methodsis microwaveradiometry, which
can be run in an unattended

continuous

mode and

has the specificadvantage of almost all-weather ca-

pability.Both ground-based
[Westwater,1978; Guiraud et al., 1979; Snider et al., 1980] and satellitebased I-Staelin et al., 1976] instrumentshave been

used.A microwaveradiometerdesignedfor this purposeis oftencalleda water vapor radiometer(WVR).
There are, however, other methods to determine the

IPWV, e.g., correlation with ground surfaceweather
measurements,integration of radiosondeprofiles,infrared spectral hygrometer (IRSH) measurements,
and aircraft soundings. Ground surface weather
measurementsare easy to perform, but there are

often rather low correlationsbetweenlocal humidity
and IPWV. The radiosondeis in principlea simple
instrument, but it has poor accuracyin the relative
humidity measurements,especiallyat high altitudes
and low humidities. It is also difficult to perform
continuous measurements,and it is impossible to
control the path of the radiosonde through the
atmosphere.The most commoninfraredspectralhy-

grometer (IRSH) measuresthe ratio of the radiation
from the sun at two frequencieson and off a water
vapor line. The hygrometeris calibrated by meansof
an independentinstrument,e.g.,radiosondes,so that
an empiricalrelation betweenthe measuredintensity
ratio and the integratedamount of water vapor can
be deduced.The hygrometercannot be usedat night
(except a construction reported by Biischer and
Lemke [1980]) or when cloudsobscurethe sun. Furthermore, an assumptionof a horizontally stratified
atmosphereis required to deduce the IPWV in any
other direction than toward the sun. Finally, the
method of aircraft soundingshas high accuracybut
is limited in altitude and too expensivefor routine
observations.

Accurate measurementsof the integrated amount
of cloud liquid are difficultto perform.The traditional method is aircraft soundings.The possibility of
using a WVR is therefore of great interest, and its
capability has been demonstrated by Snider et al.
[1980].
The main purposeof the experimentdescribedin
this report was to investigatethe accuracyof IPWV
results obtained with microwave radiometry. Data
from three of the four methods

described above are

therefore compared in section 5 with results from
simultaneous

WVR

observations.

In order to under-
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stand the WVR results,an improved theory relating
the observedbrightnesstemperaturesand the IPWV
is included,followed by a short descriptionof the
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various instruments.
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2.

THEORETICAL

We define IPWV

BACKGROUND

as

IPWV = 10-3

a(h)dh

(1)

o

wherea(h)is thewatervapordensityin g/m3, h is the
height in m; ho is the ground altitude, and IPWV is
expressedin millimeters.The measuredsky brightnesstemperatureT^ is

T• = T•ge
-• q-

T(h)o•(h)e
-•øødh
o

WATER

VAPOR
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Teff is often called the effectivetemperatureof the
atmosphere.Thus we can obtain Th from TA if Teff
and Tteffare known. Telf and Tteffcan be determined
from radiosondeprofiles.However, it is easily shown
that an error as large as 10 K in Telf and T•effwill
hardly affect Th for typical brightnesstemperatures
below 100 K. This accuracy can be achieved from an
empirical formula and the ground surfacetemperature [Wu, 1979].
If two linearized antenna temperatures,at the fre-

quencies
fx andf2, (Th.s• and Th,s,) are combined,
(2) we obtain the following equation

wherezoo
= •h••(h)dhis the opacityof the atmosphere,
z(h)= •o •(h)dhistheopacity
upto theheight
h, T•gis the cosmicbackground
radiationof 2.8 K,
T(h) is the physicaltemperature,and •(h) is the total
absorptioncoefficientcausedby water vapor, liquid
water, and oxygen,i.e., • = •,+ • + •o. In order to
get rid of the influenceof •, which is highly variable
comparedwith •o, two observationfrequencieswill

T•..r•
- T• T•.s2- T•
fl•

f•

o

W'(h)a(h)
dh+ T•

(7)

W'(h) is a weightingfunctiondefinedas
w'(h) = •

(8)

and the parameter T• is given by

be used.

Tb:•oo
(T- T•,)'•2•
f• j h (9)
(O•o,•'•
%,S2•d

The theory, which will result in a simplifiedrelation between(1) and (2), will from now parallel that
givenby Wu [1979] for the troposphericpath delay. if • ~f2 [Staelin,1966].
Equation (7) demonstratesthat there is a linear
Let us introduce the so-called'linearized' brightness
o

relation

temperature

T•a= T• 1-

• dh +
o

Th = T• +

between

the IPWV

and

the linearized

an-

tenna temperaturesif W'(h) is independent of the
height h. The shape of the weighting function dependsmainly on the frequenciesused,and an unsuitable choiceof frequencieswill make it more sensitive
to variations in the meteorological profiles. We
assumethat the two frequenciesare chosen so that
W'(h) is constant,and we obtain

T• dh
o

(T- T•)• aa
o

NoticethatTh • Taif •h•• dh<<1.
Th can be expressedin the measuredantennaternperature T,•, as

IPWV = Co+ c•Th.s• + c2T•4,
f2

(10)

Co= (T•(f• -2_f•-2)_ T•). 10-3/W'

(11)

c• = 10-3/(W'.f2x)

(12)

c2= -10-3/(W" f 2
2)

(13)

with

Th=T•-(T'a,T•)In 1- T•f•-T•J (4)
with

Teff --'

øø
T•e-'
dh
•e-•dh

o

(5)

The weightingfunction will be discussedfurther in
section 5.

o

3.

and

T'eff -- •

øø
T•dh
• dh

o

o

(6)

INSTRUMENTATION

Water vapor radiometer. The WVR is a dualchannel radiometer working at the frequencies21.0
and 31.4 GHz, with equivalent design for the two
channels. The horn antennas are conical, dielec-

trically loaded, with beamwidthsof 6ø. The design
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is of Dicke-type with two referenceloads at 77 and
313 K. The systemtemperatureis about 550 K for

rowed

both channels with a bandwidth of 1 GHz. The sensi-

astronomie, Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany,

Infrared spectralhygrometer. The IRSH was borfrom

the

Max-Planck

Institut

fiir

Radio-

tivity resolutionis limitedby the analogto digital and previous observationswith this instrument have
conversion to about 0.3 K. The time constant used

during the experimentwas 1.0 s. The WVR is shown
in Figure 1.

been reported by Greve [1978]. The IRSH measures
the ratio of the solarradiationat two wavelengths
in
the infraredspectrum,in this caseat the wavelengths

Fig.1. Thewatervaporradiometer
at theOnsalaSpace
Observatory.
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servations

T [K]

get enough data to calibrate the instrument, we

,

therefore

with the WVR
continued

and the IRSH.

these

In order to

measurements

until

the

middle of August. In all, 31 simultaneous observations with the IRSH

and radiosondes

each of the 31 observations

were made. For

we measured

the ratio

V•/V2 of the two IR intensitieswith the IRSH, and
fitted these ratios to the correspondingradiosonde
observationsby means of the least squaresmethod.
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Fig. 2. The mean atmospheric profiles for GothcnburgLandvetter Airport May 1980; the solid line is pressure,the
dashedline is temperature,the dotted line is water vapor density,
and the dashed-dottedline is the normalized weighting function,
W'(h)/W'(ho).W'(h)is definedin section2 (ho is 155m).

880 and 931 nm, with bandwidths of 50 nm. The
attenuation of the atmospherein this part of the
spectrumis givenby Allen [ 1973].
Radiosondes.

The

radiosondes

were

(14)

manufac-

used.

Radiosondes. The radiosondemeasuresthe pressure, the temperature, and the relative humidity as
functionsof the height. The water vapor density can
be calculatedfrom the relative humidity by means of
the known relations for the water vapor pressure
[Crane, 1976], and the ideal gas law. The water
vapor density was then integrated with height from
the ground up to the 300 mbar pressure level, at
about 9000 m, accordingto equation(1). The integration was done numerically between characteristic
points in the measuredtemperature and (or) relative
humidity profiles. The liquid water content of the
atmosphere was calculated from a cloud model,
where we assumedthat a relative humidity exceeded
96%

indicated

clouds

and

that

all

clouds

had

a

liquid water densityof 1 g/m3 [Handbookof Geophysics,1960].

tured by Vaisala Oy, Helsinki, Finland.
5.

4.

MEASUREMENTS

AND

DATA

REDUCTION

The measurementswere made in May and June,
1980, at Gothenburg-Landvetter Airport, Sweden,
where radiosondes were launched twice a day, at
noon and midnight. The mean atmosphericprofiles

RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

Integrated precipitablewater vapor (IPWV) : The
data are arrangedinto two groups,one containingall
data and the other what we call "good weather
data."

Good

weather

data are obtained

from obser-

vations made when clouds covered less than half the

and the weighting function, describedin section 2, sky. This condition indicates a more homogenous
atmosphere,which is important for a comparisonof
during May 1980are shownin Figure 2.
Water vapor radiometer. Simultaneousobserva- observationsmade in differentdirectionsthrough the
tions with the WVR and the radiosondes resulted in
atmosphere.We also expecta higher accuracyin the
40 separatemeasurements.In order to obtain the WVR data becauseof the low probability of heavy
linearized antenna temperaturesfrom the WVR raw rainfall and large amountsof cloud liquid, which predata, a techniquesimilar to the one describedby vents the sky brightnesstemperaturesfrom being
saturated.
Claflin et al. [1978] was used.
The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2, where we
Infrared spectralhygrometer. The IRSH measurements were restricted to observations in the direction
present the rms differencesand the regressioncoefof the sun when there were no clouds in the line of

ficients obtained

sight,which resultedin only sevensimultaneousob-

struments and methods are fitted, by means of the

when the data from the various in-
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TABLE 1. RmsDifferences
for theIntegratedPrecipitable
WaterVaporin theZenithDirectionObtainedWith VariousInstruments
and MethodsWhenData Were Fitted to and ComparedWith Radioson&Data
rms Difference

All Data,
Predictor

Fii

ß"

1. Mean

2. Ground surfacewater vapor density
3. IRSH

4. WVR, 21 GHz channelonly

5. WVR, withc2= -f•/f•'c•
and includingthe weightingfunction
7. WVR, no constrainton c• and c2
8. WVR, with theoreticalantenna temperatures
andc2-- _f2l/f22' Cl
a IPWV

calculated from radiosonde

IPWV =
IPWV =
IPWV =
IPWV =
IPWV =
IPWV =

Good Weather Data,

mm

co + c•ao
co exp(c•V•IV2)
Co+ ctTit
Co+ c•Tit + c2T•.,•
(co + c•T[t+ c2T•.,,)/W'(O)
Co+ c•T[• + c2T•.,•

IPWV = co + ct T[• + c2 T•.,•

mm

5.2•

5.ff

2.6•
1.9d
2.2•
1.2•
1.2•
1.2•

2.3c
1.9e
1.1c
0.9•
0.9'
0.8•

0.3•

0.2•

data.

• 40 datapoints.
½22 data points.

d 31 datapoints.
e 17 data points.

least squaresmethod, to the radiosondedata. Figure
3 shows the IPWV

derived

from

radiosonde

data

compared with the surface water vapor density,
IRSH, and WVR data, respectively.These plots contain the completeset of observations.
The simplestway to predict the IPWV is to usethe
mean seasonalvalue, calculatedfrom previousradiosonde observations.A mean of 14.9 mm during the
experimentgivesan rms differenceas high as 5.5 mm.
This value will increaseif the means from previous
years are usedinstead.To reducethis differenceby a
factor of 2, we can instead use the water vapor density at the ground. However, the correlation between
IPWV and ground surfacewater vapor densityvaries
from site to site. Observationsof high as well as low
correlationshave been reported (Robsonand RowanRobinson [1979], and their reference list). Factors
TABLE 2. RegressionCoefficientsObtained for all Data

Predictoff
2
3

4

c[
0.95
672.0

0.95

c•

c[

2.021

'"

-4.04

'"

0.483

'"

0.800

-0.358

5

-0.60

6

- 2.36

1.872

-0.837

7

-0.70

0.764

-0.304

8

- 1.30

0.865

- 0.387

• See Table 1.

• IPWV in millimeters,
ao in [g m-3], T in [K], and W' in
10-3 ß[K km-•/(g m-3 GHz2)]

such as the climate and the topography of the area
around the site play an important role. The improvement we obtain by using the IRSH is surprisingly
low, but this may be partly due to the fact that the
measurementswith the IRSH were done during a
period with higher humidity than during the experiment with the WVR (seeFigure 3).
A compromisebetweenthe inexpensiveIRSH and
the dual-channel

WVR

is a one-channel

radiometer

at 21.0 GHz. The accuracyfor good weather data is
almost as high as the accuracy obtained with the
dual-channel WVR.

However, if we consider the

entire group of data, we find that if the amount of
cloud liquid in the atmosphereincreases,the accuracy decreases
and is almostas bad as when we used
ground surface water vapor density measurements
only. The accuracyachievedwith the dual-channel
WVR is remarkably high. The radiosondespecificationsby the manufacturergive an rms error of the
same order as the rms difference

between the WVR

and the radiosondes.The slight improvementin accuracyobtainedif we omit the constrainton the constantscx and c2 (seeequations(12) and (13)) shows
that the theoryin section2 is quiteaccurate.
No improvementsof the rms differencewere obtained when the actual valuesof the weightingfunction at the ground were includedin the regression
analysis.This is easilyexplainedif the expressions
for
the absorption coefficients due to water vapor
[Waters, 1976] are insertedin (8). The value of the
weightingfunctionis mainly dependenton the tem-
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means

that

this result is

just an indication.
It should be pointed out that the absolute accuracy of the IPWV calculatedfrom radiosondedata is
unknown. Therefore, a systematic error in radiosonde data will imply the same systematicerror in
the results from the WVR and the IRSH. However,
during clear sky conditionsa mean differenceof 1 K
was obtained between the antenna temperatures
measured

with the WVR

and the theoretical

antenna

o

o o

-• lO

If the errors

multaneous

25

15

measure-

lated, this impliesthat the WVR has the highestrelative accuracy of the instrumentsused. However, it is
important to remember that the low number of si-

xx

•

and radiosonde
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ments are free from errors and the expressionfor the
absorptioncoefficientis correct.

mm.

20

VAPOR

the WVR and the IRSH give arms difference of 1.8

15

•

if the WVR

WATER

temperaturescalculated from radiosonde data. This
mean differencecorrespondsto an error in the IPWV
of less than 1 mm in the zenith direction.

x Xx
xx

Finally, it should be mentioned that the radiometer has also been used to determinewater vapor
profilesin the atmosphere[Skooget al., 1982].
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
Cloud liquid. There were only 17 observations
IPWV (radiosonde),mm
made when the radiosondeand/or the WVR detected
Fig. 3. The IPWV in the zenith direction obtainedfrom the liquid water in the atmosphere. This fact together
WVR (predictor7, Table 1), the IRSH (predictor3, Table 1), and
with the poor method to measure liquid water with
the ground water vapor density(ao) observations(predictor 2,
Table 1) versusthe IPWV calculatedfrom radiosondedata. The the radiosonde implies that it is not meaningful to
symbolsdenote cross:good weather data (lessthan half the sky derive an empirical formula from thesedata. Instead,
coveredby clouds)and open circle: remainingdata (more than we choseto calculatethe integratedamount of liquid
half the sky coveredby clouds).
water from the antenna temperatures with the
formula given by Guiraud et al. [1979] (corrected
+
perature and the pressure.Short time variations in for a misprint to L=-0.018-0.00114T(20.6)
the ground temperatureuncorrelatedwith changesat 0.00284T(31.6)). These results were then correlated
higher altitudeswill thereforedecreasethe accuracy with the amount of liquid water estimated from the
of the regressionanalysis. On the other hand, we radiosonde profiles. The obtained correlation coefrealize that a long-term mean of the weightingfunc- ficient was 0.7. We are convinced that the main error
tion at the ground level can be used as a correction source is the method to calculate the liquid water
factor for measurementsat different climatological from the radiosondedata, which implies that the obconditions (seasonsand sites). The mean value of servations described here are insufficient to deterW'(O) during these observationswas 2.25.10 -3 mine the capability of the WVR to measureintegrated amounts of liquid water (see,however, Snider et
[K- X/(gm- 3 GHz2)].
The error introducedby the WVR theory (seesec- al. [1980] for an alternativemethod of comparison).
tion 2), mainly due to a nonconstantweightingfunction, can be calculated by deriving the theoretical
6. CONCLUSION
antenna temperaturesfrom the radiosondeprofiles
The results show that the microwave
radiometer
and thereafterfit thesetemperaturesto the IPWV:s
calculatedfrom the sameprofiles(predictor 8, Table has an accuracycomparablewith or slightly better
1 and 2). This rms error of 0.3 mm for all data, is the than the radiosonde to measure the integrated
x

o
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amount of water vapor in the atmosphere.Although
we have not discussedthe calibration procedure in
this report, it is important to calibrate the radiometer
against an independent instrument or method with
as low systematicerror as possible.This can be done
with the predictor 7 or 8 (Tables 1 and 2), i.e., by
using radiosondesor the theory for water vapor absorption, respectively.The obtained regressioncoefficients can be adjusted,by using the mean ground
value of the weighting function, to suit a site with
different climatologicalconditions.
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